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3 is formed with an opening i 7, Figure 2, for
particularly to that type of "puppet wherein thie • the in Sertion...therethrough of; the hand I of the;"
manipulator...'. Obviously, by moving the', firnger {
hollow head is secured to a costume, and whereinig.
6, the manipulator,' or puppeteer, . is able; to):
a puppeteer's fingers are adapted to be insertedi manipulate
the head" in alldirections." .
* ·
in the hollow head to manipulate the Same rela. -- **
The device of the invention contemplates the
tive to the coStume. ‘ “ ’ i ‘ “ ’ ”
^ - . - Ja
r r ;.
utilization of two pairs of limbs - which :: areg:
With the foregoing in view, it is an object of
adapted to be secured to appropriate portions:
my invention to provide an improved puppet of
of the costume 13 in any suitable manner. In
the class described.
.
.
\
A further object is to provide an improved. 10 the embodiment illustrated, the limbs have been
puppet of the class described wherein two pairs. ** restricted to a pair... of handsif 8 andgar. pairs of:
feet? 9... The hands? and 'feet: 8 and : | 9, may :
of limbs are connected" to appropriate portion.S.
made of any suitable material, and secureditor
of the costume, and wherein a pair of Semi-rigid.
appropriate portions... of the: costume, 13 in any . .:
connectors are utilized, ea?chi' connector connect.-ing two limbs together formanipulation Simul 15 Suitable manner; . . In the embodiment illustrated, a
taneously by the puppeteer.
?????, i gy ::::: * re-the- hands", and feet . . 82.. and i f9:are... formedzjof , ,
Solid material 2, and twrist, and 'ankle - portions
A further = "object; is s-toprovide an improved.
puppet Such as that last described, and which. . thereof; are formed with (peripheral grooves 20; .
Ffigure 3, which are adapted to have appropriate .
includes means providing a "finger grip carried:
by each of the semi-rigid connectors. :I: **~~~~ - '... :20 portions of the "costume I'll 3 seated thereinland=
Secured . . by . flexible ties, I not shown, similar to g:
Other i objects and advantages reside in the
the', ties: dy for the neckportion of the costumerig.
particular structure of the invention, combinac,
previously describedi. 3. Obviously, if the Shands;
tion and arrangement of the Several parts thereof;

My invention relates to puppets, and mone

and feet are made of textille material, they may?
and Will be readilly understood by those skilled
in the art upon reference to the attached draw - i :25 be readilly Sewed to the costume 3.
A pair of Semi-rigid connectors 2 and 22 are
ing in connection with the following specifica
enclosed in the costume 13. Each of the con
tion, wherein the invention is shown, describedi
nectorS Connects two limbs of the puppet together

and claimed.

for simultaneous actuation respectively by fin

In the draWing:
Ffigure 1 is a front view of a puppet including

the device according to the invention;
Ffigure 2 is a transverse vertical Sectional view
thereof;
Ffigure 3 is a transverse vertical Sectional view
taken at right angles to the Section of Figure 2 :

and showing the manner of manipulating the
device, the costume being shown in broken lines.
Referring Specifically to the drawing, wherein

like reference characters have been used through
out the several views to designate like parts, i 0.
designates a puppet head which includes a neck
portion i i formed with a peripheral groove f2
adapted to receive the neck portion of a costume
3 therein. The neck portion of the costume is
Secured to the head by any Suitable flexible tie

member 4, Figure 2. The head i O may be made

of any suitable material, and the costume I 3 may
be of any Suitable form. Thus, the head i 0, as
illustrated, represents the head of a clown and
the costume i 3 is a clown's costume. Obviously,

any suitable head and/or costume may be utilized
a hollow if 5 adapted to receive a finger i 6 of
the manipulator therein, as clearly shown in
as desired. Interiorly, the head is formed with

Ffigure 3, Also, the back portion of the costume
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gers 27 and 28 of the puppeteer. In the em
bodiment illustrated, an adjacent limb of each
pair is connected together by the connectors
2f and 22. Also, in the embodiment illustrated,

the connectors 2 and 22 comprise Semi-rigid
Wires, the ends of which are enlarged or other
wise formed, as at 23, and secured to the hands
and feet (8 and i 9 in any suitable manner, as
by being embedded therein. Also, it should be
noted that each Semi-rigid - connector includes
a laterally-directed arm portion 24 and a de
pending leg portion 25. The connectors 2 and
22 include means such as the loops 26 provid
ing finger grips for the fingers 27 and 28 of the
puppeteer. It is preferred that the Oops 26 be
adjustable as to Size whereby to permit them

to have a comfortable fit with the fingers of the
puppeteer. This is readilly accomplished by
pushing or pulling on the adjacent arm and
leg portions 24 and 25, whereby to enilarge Or
reduce the size of the loop. In the embodiment
illustrated, each of the connectors 2 and 22 is
laterally inwardly bowed to provide the arm and
leg portions 24 and 25. However, it is obvious
that they could be angularly directed or other
wise formed to provide such portions. By pro
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COStume and a hollow head Secured theretto for

manipulation by a finger inserted therein, com
prising a pair of hands and a pair Of feet Secured
to appropriate portions of Said costume, a pair of

In operation, the puppeteer may engage the
puppet in a manner illustrated in Figure 3, with
the finger f 6 inserted in the cavity i 5 for the

| head i 0, and the fingers 2T and 28 engaging the
finger grips 26 of the Semi-rigid connectors 2
and 22. Thereafter, by manipulating the fingers
in a Well known manmer, the puppet may be ani
mated to perform a large number of life-like
movements. Obviously, a skilled puppeteer may
manipulate a puppet in a wide variety of ways.
While I have shown a human figure, it is obvi
ous that the device might well be equally appli
cable to an animal puppet. Also, while I have
Shown a Connector connecting Specific limbs to

Semi-rigid wires, each wire being rigidly con
nected at each end thereof to one of Said hands
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gether, it is obvious that they can be utilized to
connect other limbs together. While I have 20
Shown and described what is now thought to be
a preferred embodiment of the invention, it is
to be understood that the same is Susceptible of
Other forms and expressions. Consequently, E
do not limit myself to the precise Structure shown :
and deSCribed hereinabove except as hereinlafter
claimedi.
I claim:

1. A puppet of the type including a flexible

or feet, thereby operatively connecting an adja
cent hand and foot together for maniplation Si
multaneously, said wires each including a later
ally-directed arm portion and a depending leg
portion, and each Wire being formed with a finger
grip-pl'Oviding loop intermediate Said arm and
leg portions.
3. A puppet of the type including a flexible
COStume and a hollow head Secured theretto for

manipulation by a finger inserted therein, com
prising a pair of hands and a pair of feet Secured
to appropriate portions of said costume, a pair
Of Semi-rigid Wires, each wire being rigidly con
nected at each end thereof to one of Said hands
O'r feet, thereby operatively connecting an adja
cent hand and foot together for Irmanipulation si
multaneously, Said Wires each including a later

ally-directed arm portion and a depending leg
portion, each wire being formed with a finger
grip-providing loop intermediate Said arm and
leg portions, and said loops being adjustable to
provide finger grips of varying sizes.

COStume and a holl CW' head Secured theretto for

manipulation by a finger inserted therein, com
prising a pair of hands and a pair of feet Secured
to appropriate portions of Said costume, a pair
of Semi-rigid wires, each wire being rigidly con
nected at each end thereof to one of Said hands
or feet, thereby operatively connecting an adja
Cent hand and foot together for manipulation
Simultaneously and Serving as arm and leg mem
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2. A puppet of the type including a flexible

viding them in the arculate form illustrated, it
is Seen that a rocking motion may be imparted
to each connector as the same is manipulated by
the puppeteer.

MARIE C. WIRTH.
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